
Terms of Sale 

Payment - a 50% deposit is required with the order, and the entire balance is due prior to shipment. 

If the deposit is paid by credit card, the same credit card is required to pay the balance. 

Shipping - Shipping is in addition to the purchase price of the merchandise. 

Alterations –Garments are made to the measurements with which we are provided. Deb Moyer Show Tack 

makes every effort to assure correct fit. Should alterations be necessary due to difference in fabrics, trim, 

etc. we are responsible for alterations so long as measurements have not changed and we are notified 

within ten (10) days of receipt.. After ten (10) days, alterations and shipping will be charged to the 

customer.Two to three (2 - 3) weeks are required for alterations and return. 

Warranty – Deb Moyer Show Tack warrants all merchandise to be free from defects in materials or 

workmanship. In the event of a defect, we will repair or replace the garment which is returned within thirty 

(30) days after the purchase date. NOTE: Leather goods and exotic hides exhibit fluctuation in grain and 

pattern and normal range markings that are beyond the control of Deb Moyer Show Tack. These differences 

add individual character to your custom garment and are not to be considered defects. Deb Moyer Show 

Tack is not responsible for any damages  (marks from hoof black, fly spray, oil, etc or improper cleaning) 

which may occur to the garment once worn and used by the buyer. Please read the care label and clean  

your garment accordingly.   

Refunds - All custom orders are non-refundable.  

 

Buyer’s signature and date____________________________________________________________ 

Please return one copy with your measurement/order form 
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